Let’s Plant Vegetables!
May 2021
Block 2 of “Into the Garden”
We all want to have healthy, colorful, fun vegetables
In our garden. This is your chance to turn in as many
Blocks as you want and put your name in the drawing
for each of those blocks.
If you like making the paper pieced cabbages or carrots,
make a whole row and turn in your name that many times.
Someone else may prefer to piece beets, or applique a stack
of green beans or some colorful tomatoes.

All winners will receive a mixture of the vegetables turned in,
So, some pieced and some appliqued.
This is the only time in the whole year that you can turn in
more than five blocks, thus doubling or tripling your chances to win.
So, go crazy and plant lots of vegetables.
For every one to five blocks you turn in, your name can be drawn to win
15 or more vegetable blocks.
If you end up with an abundance of produce, you will have to do
what we all do ----share with your friends and neighbors!
Pieced block patterns:
Beet block (7 X 3)
Snowball your deep red beet fabric 3” x 3” square with four 1” squares of high contrasting soil fabric.
Add a 2” x 3” piece of soil to the bottom.
Make wide beet leaves on your 3” x 3” sky fabric and attach to the top of your beet.
Wide beet leaves
Cut sky fabric 3” x 3” and mark bottom center.
Cut 2 green leaf fabrics 1 1/2'” wide by 4 inches long. With right sides together, lay stem from bottom
center mark to upper edge corner at an angle. Narrowly stitch down the inside edge. Then starting at the
bottom center fold this strip over tightly at the bottom and widening out all the way to the top. A little fold or
two is a nice textural element.
Top stitch this leaf down with matching thread and repeat with the second leaf. Trim at top and bottom and
attach to the top of your beet.
Paper-Pieced Carrots 10 ½ x 7 and colorful Cabbages 8 x 8
These colorful carrots can be crumb pieced, strip pieced, or cut from one piece of orange fabric and put
together with the paper-pieced pattern included here.
You may also want to try your hand at paper-pieced cabbages in green or purple

Applique block patterns:
Tomatoes 5 ½” x 7”
Cut your light background block 5 ½” x 7”
Trace, fuse and cut out the tomatoes and stems, arranging them on your background block and then
Stitching them down with matching threads. Shall we add a green tomato worm?
Stackable Green Bean blocks
One 7 x 5 ½ makes a cute block, but make more of each A and B block, and you can stack them sky high
as these green beans climb up the side of your garden quilt.
On each speckly background block of 7 x 5 ½, make a mark 1 ½”in from the top right and bottom left for an A
block and from the top left and bottom right for a B block. Draw an erasable line between these two marks on
each block.
Bias green bean stems. Cut 1 ½” wide bias strips and stitch them closed, wrong sides together. Press so the
stitched raw edge is on the bottom and the top folds vertically to cover this seam. Pin this stem in an
undulating curve over and around the straight line, ending up directly over both of your original marks.
Stitch each edge down and trim excess at top and bottom of block.
Trace on fusible two different sizes and colors of leaves and two or three green beans. You may reverse leaf
patterns to add variety. Cut these leaves and beans and arrange them in place along and over your bias
stems. Stitch them down with a small zigzag of matching colored thread.
Each individual A or B block can be turned in to the drawing.
Multiple A and B blocks can be stacked into a climbing bean stalk, so make some of each.

